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Since their introduction by A. Kaplan [Kpl] some ten years ago, 
generalised Heisenberg groups, also known as groups of Heisenberg type 
or H-type groups, have provided a framework in which to construct inter- 
esting examples in geometry and analysis (see, for instance, [C2], [Kp2], 
[Kp3], [KpR], [K2], [Rl], [R2], [TL], [TV]). The Iwasawa N-groups 
associated to all the real rank one simple Lie groups are H-type, so one has 
a convenient vehicle for studying these in a unified way: many problems on 
these simple Lie groups can be reduced to a problem on H-type groups, via 
the so-called noncompact picture, and often problems on H-type groups 
can be solved on all the groups of the family in one fell swoop (as in, for 
example, [CH], [CK], [DR]). Out of this approach to studying simple 
Lie groups several problems arise, such as why only some H-type groups 
correspond to simple Lie groups of real rank one. In this paper, we discuss 
various features of Iwasawa N-groups which distinguish them in the class 
of all H-type groups. 
We shall show that all H-type groups which possess certain geometric 
properties, clearly possessed by Iwasawa N-groups, satisfy a Lie-algebraic 
condition (implicit in the work of B. Kostant [Kt2]) that we shall call the 
J’-condition. We shall also use elementary Clifford algebra to classify the 
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H-type groups satisfying this condition-they either fall into one of three 
infinite families or the group is an exceptional 15dimensional group, and 
these correspond to the simple Lie groups SO( 1, n), SU( 1, n), Sp( 1, n), and 
F4(--2,,j. Thus the J*-condition, and the geometric properties which imply 
it, characterise Iwasawa N-groups among the H-type groups. 
In a subsequent paper, we propose to develop more fully the ideas 
underlying the present work, and we give a self-contained, unified 
classification and construction of the real rank one simple Lie groups, as 
well as a complete description of the associated geometry (e.g., the Cayley 
transform) using the language of H-type groups and Clifford modules. 
A description of the contents of this paper is in order. In Section 1, we 
discuss H-type Lie algebras, and in particular define the J2-condition and 
classify the H-type algebras which satisfy it. In Section 2, we discuss, in 
general terms, H-type groups N and the semidirect products AN, where A 
is their dilation group. We show that generic minimal geodetic subgroups 
of the H-type group N are copies of the Heisenberg group and propose the 
philosophy that problems on N or AN can often be solved by reducing 
them to problems on these minimal geodetic subgroups. This is the general 
H-type analogue of the “SU(2, 1)-reduction,” discussed in Section 3, for 
groups N which appear in the Iwasawa decompositions of real rank one 
simple Lie groups. This reduction is used to prove various formulae for 
these special H-type groups. In Sections 4 and 5, we introduce an inversion 
mapping on H-type groups and we look at various properties that the 
inversion might possess-does it preserve the natural cross ratio, does it 
give rise to a good Kelvin transform, or is it conformal? We find that 
inversion has these properties only when the J*-condition is satisfied, i.e. 
that they are typical of Iwasawa N-groups. We consider when AN is sym- 
metric in Section 6-it turns out, again, that N must satisfy the J2-condi- 
tion. The final part of the paper, Section 7, contains a characterisation of 
subgroups of a Lie group with a translation-invariant Riemannian struc- 
ture that are totally geodetic submanifolds; this result is little more than an 
exercise, but we were unable to find a reference, so we include the proof. 
1. Z-TYPE ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we define H-type algebras, then establish some basic 
formulae which these satisfy, and finally introduce the J*-condition and 
classify H-type algebras satisfying this condition. 
Let n be a real Lie algebra, equipped with a scalar product, which can 
be written as an orthogonal direct sum, 
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where [o, u] ~3 and [a, j] = [3,3] = (0). We denote by p and q the 
dimensions of D and 3. We define the linear mapping J: 3 -+ End(o) by the 
formula 
(J,X. A” 
whence 
> = (Z, [Ix, X’ I> vx, X’ E v, vz E 3, (1.1) 
J;= -Jz VZE j. (1.2) 
Following A. Kaplan [Kpl], we say n is H-type if, for every X in v of 
length 1, ad(X) is an isometry from ker(ad(X))’ onto 3. Equivalently, n is 
H-type if, for all Z in 3, 
J;= - IZl’Z, (1.3) 
where I denotes the identity mapping. 
(To see that these conditions are equivalent, we note first, from (1.1 ), 
that (J,X)I = ker(ad(X)) and so J,X= ker(ad(X))‘. It is clear that the 
condition that ad(X) is an isometry from ker(ad(X))’ onto 3 for each X in 
u of length 1 is equivalent to the condition that, for every X in D, 2 in 3, 
X’ in ker(ad(X))‘, and X” in ker(ad(X)), 
i(J,X,X’+X”)/=/(ad(X)(X’+X”),Z)/ 
= I(ad(X) X’, Z>l < IZI Iad(X)X’I 
= I.4 1x1 IX’1 < I.4 1x1 IX’+X”l, 
and also for each X in D and Z in 3 there exists x’ in ker(ad(X))I so that 
equality holds in the first inequality. This pair of conditions is in turn 
equivalent to the rule that 
IJzXI = I4 1x1 VXED, VZE j, 
and by polarization and the fact that Jz is skew-transpose, this condition 
is equivalent either to the formula 
(J,X J, V = I-4’ (X Y> vx, YED, VZE3 
or to the equality J$= - /Z12 Z for all Z in 3.) 
The simple conditions (1.2) and (1.3) have many consequences. For 
instance, by expanding out J:+z,- J$ J$,, we see at once that 
J,J,,+ J,,J,= -2(Z, Z’) I vz, Z’ E 3; (1.4) 
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the skewadjointness of J, and Jzr shows that 
(JzX, J,sX’) + (Jz,X, JzX’) 
=2(X, x,)(Z, Z’) VA-, X’ E v, t/z, Z’ E 3, (1.5) 
and so in particular (J,X, J,. X) = (Z, Z’) 1 XI 2. When there exists a 
linear mapping J: 3 --f End(u) satisfying (1.2) and (1.3), D is said to be a 
Clifford module over 3. We develop here all the theory of Clifford modules 
that we need. For a more thorough introduction, see D. Husemoller [Hu], 
It will be convenient to establish various formulae about the mappings 
J,, valid for general Clifford modules. These are not new, but a summary 
of various results of various authors. First, from (1.5), for all X, X’ in u and 
Z, Z’ in 3, 
( CJzX xl1 - CX Jzrl, Z’> 
= (J,sJ=X, Xl)- (Jz,X, J,x’) 
= - (J,X, J,,X’) - (Jz,X, JzX’) 
= -2(X, X’)(Z, Z’), 
whence 
[JzX, X’] - [X, JzX’] = -2(X, X’)Z VX,X’ED, ‘dZ~3. (1.6) 
Replacing X’ by J,X’, we get that 
[JzX, J,X’] = - lZ12 [X, X’] +2( [X, X’], Z)Z vx, X’ED, VZE3. 
(1.7) 
From (1.6), when X= X’, we see that 
[X, JzX] = IXJ’Z VXE D, vz E 3, 
and consequently, if X’ = J,X for some Z, then 
J,,,.,X= Jcx,Jzx,X= Jlx,zzX= JXj2 JzX= /Xl2 X’. 
Remembering that (J,X)l = ker(ad(X)), we conclude that 
J [x,,r]x= IA2 P,J vx, x’ E D, (1.8) 
where P, denotes the orthogonal projection onto the subspace S of u. 
The last of this string of results about Clifford modules that we shall 
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need requires us to choose an orthonormal basis [X,, X,, . . . . X,) for D. 
Since, for any X in D, ad(X) is 1 X/ times an isometry from J,X to 3, 
ic, l[X.X,ll’=,f, WI2 I~,~,~,12=I~12~~~~,,,-~=ql~12. (1.9) 
By polarization, it follows that 
,g, (Cx3 xjl2 Ix’3 x,1 > =4Cx2 x’> vx, X’ E D. (1.10) 
In the rest of this section we define and discuss the Jz-condition, which 
is central to this paper. The J2-condition is a Clifford algebraic condition, 
giving much more information about products of J,‘s than (1.4). We say 
that n (or the Clifford module associated to it) satisfies the J2-condition if, 
whenever XE D and 2, Z’ E 3, with (Z, Z’) = 0, then there exists Z” in 3 
such that 
J,J,, x = J,,. x, 
or equivalently, if for all X in 0, 
i.e., (R @J,)X is a Clifford submodule of v. For X in u, we denote by I(X) 
the subspace ((R @J,)X)’ of D; this is also a Clifford submodule of D for 
each X in D if and only if n satisfies the J*-condition. Every Clifford module 
is completely reducible, by the skewadjointness of the J,‘s; from an 
algebraic viewpoint, the J’-condition tells us that the irreducible com- 
ponents are as small as possible. 
The theory of Clifford modules can be used to classify all H-type 
algebras; we shall shortly use a simpler version of this theory to classify the 
H-type algebras satisfying the J2-condition. Before doing this, we shall 
describe the relevant Clifford modules. First, by C’y we denote the Clifford 
module C” (identified with the Euclidean space R2”) over R, where 
Jzv= vZi vz E 52, vu E C”. 
Next, denote by W the usual space of quaternions, identified as a Euclidean 
space with R4, and denote by 4: R3 + W the mapping (r, s, t) H ri + sj + tk. 
By C;b we denote the Clifford module W”+b over k3, where 
JAv,, . ..> Vu, Vu,,, . . . . u,+b) 
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for all 2 in [w3 and all (vi, . . . . u,+~) in Waib. Further, denote by 4: [w’+ W 
and II/: Iw’ --f W the mappings (Z,, . . . . Z,) H Zii + Z,j + Z,k and 
(Z,, . . . . Z,) H Z, + Z,i + Z,j + Z,k, respectively. Let Ci be the Clifford 
module W* over IX’, where 
JAQ,? 02) = (~I&)> 4(z) 02) + ($(z) 023 -film)) 
for all Z in [w’ and for all (ui , u2) in W *. (The Clifford algebra C, on seven 
generators is isomorphic to the direct sum of two copies of the 8 x 8 
matrices; this module represents one copy of the matrices faithfully, and the 
other copy trivially.) 
It is obvious that C’;l and CT” are Clifford modules, and that C;l and CT” 
satisfy the J’-condition. In order to check that Ci is a Clifford module, we 
make the following observations. For 4 in W, let J&U, p) = (ccq, q/I), 
J&a, /I) = (-qfl, Ccq) and K, = (qa, /?q). Then J, commutes with J$ and for 
imaginary q, Jq = K,J, = -7, K,. From this it follows that J4 + J, is skew- 
transpose and (J,+ J,,)? = - [q[*- Iq’l* for all q in Im(Eil) and q’ in W. 
Consequently C: is indeed a Clifford module. Further, this module satisfies 
the J*-condition by virtue of the fact that dim(n) = dim(3) + 1. 
We denote by n;l, nTb, and tt: the H-type algebras corresponding to the 
above Clifford modules. It is easy to see that ttTb is isometrically 
isomorphic to I$~, but otherwise these algebras are nonisomorphic. Now 
here is our classification theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that n is an H-type algebra satisfying the 
J2-condition. Then n is isometrically isomorphic to R”, ttf;, rt:” (for some a) 
or to n+. 
ProoJ: First, n may be degenerate (i.e., D = (0) or 3 = {O)), in which 
case n is isomorphic to KY’ for some a. Henceforth we assume that n is non- 
degenerate. If dim(3) = 1, then n is isomorphic to n;l for some a. 
Suppose dim(3) > 1. Then there are orthogonal unit vectors e and e’ in 3. 
Recall that J, J,, = -J,, J,. We make two observations: 
(I) For any X in a\(O), J,J,,X is perpendicular to X, J,X, and 
J,, X. Therefore the element e” of 3 for which J, J,,X= J,,,X (which exists 
by the J*-condition) is perpendicular to e and e’; e” is also unique, since 
if J,,, X = J,.,. A’, then J,,. _ elll ,X = 0, so e” = e”‘. 
(II) Given X, and X2 in o\{O} such that (R@J,)X, and (ROJ,)X2 
are orthogonal, there are elements e, and e2 of 3 such that J,J,.X, = J,,X, 
and J, J,, X2 = J,, X2, by the J*-condition. Then e, = e2. To see this, 
observe that there is an element e” such that J, J,. (X, + X2) = J,- (X, -I- X2); 
by applying PC,oJ,,x, and PfRoJ,,x2, we deduce that e, =e” =e2. 
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If dim(j) > 1, then dim(3) 2 3, by observation I. If dim(3) = 3, we can 
choose unit vectors Xi, . . . . X0 in D such that 
By observations I and II, we can find mutually perpendicular unit vec- 
tors i, j, and k in j so that J,J,X, = - J,X,, (n = 1, ,.., a). Now we identify 
(v + sJi + tJj + uJk) x,* with r + si + tj + uk in W, and our algebra n can be 
seen to be n;“. 
If dim(j) > 3, we fix a unit vector X in u and choose mutually per- 
pendicular unit vectors i, j, k, and I in j such that JiJ,X= - JkX. It can be 
checked that the vectors X, J,X, JiX, J,X, J,X, JiJ,X, J,J,X, JkJ,X are 
mutually perpendicular, and therefore span an eight-dimensional subspace 
D, of D, which we identify with W’ by the correspondence 
~~,X+v,J,X+v,JjX+v,J,X+u,J,X 
+ u,J,J,X+ u,J,J,X+ vsJ,JkX 
++ (u, + v2i + u3j + v,k, v5 + v,i + v,j + v,k). 
Chooseasubspace3,ofjsothat([WOJ,~,)X=u,.If3=j,and~=u,,then 
it is easy to show that n-n:, so we must exclude the possibilities that 
323, or u#uI. 
Suppose that 3 # j,. Then there exists ty1 in 3 such that J,X is orthogonal 
to ui. It is easy to check that J,J,X is orthogonal to u, @ RJ,,,X, so there 
exists n in 3, orthogonal to j1 @ Rm, such that J,J,X= J,X. Now 
J,J,J,J,,,X= J,J,J;J,X= -J,J,,,JkX 
= -JkJ,J,,,X= -JkJ,,X 
and 
J,J,J,J,X= J,J,J,,X= J,,J,J,X= -J,J,X= J,J,,X. 
which is absurd. Thus 3=3,, and ul=(R@J,)X. 
Now suppose that u # n1 . We take a unit vector X’ in I(X), so (R @ J3) X 
and (R 0 J3) X’ are orthogonal. By definition, J,J,X = - JkX so by obser- 
vation II, J;J,X’= -JkX’. On the one hand, (R@J,3) J/X= (R@J,)X, so 
(R@J,) J,X and (R@J,)x’ are also orthogonal, and J,J,X’= -J,X’ 
from above, so by observation II, 
J,J,(J/X)= -JI.(J[X). 
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On the other hand, 
JiJi(JIX)= J,J;J,X= -J,JkX= J,J,X, 
which contradicts the previous equality. Hence D = ni, and we are done. 1 
It is easy to verify that, if g is a simple Lie algebra of rank one, and n 
is the Lie algebra in the Iwasawa decomposition I@ a 0 n of g, then, 
equipped with the inner product -(p+4q)-’ B( ., 0. ), n is an H-type 
algebra [K2]. It follows from our geometric theorems below that every 
Iwasawa n satisfies the J*-condition and vice versa. Alternatively, using the 
classification of simple Lie algebras over R, Theorem 1.1 gives an algebraic 
proof that the Iwasawa n-components of simple Lie groups of real rank 
one are exactly the H-type algebras which satisfy the J*-condition. In a 
future paper, we shall show this directly, without using classification, by 
using ideas of B. Kostant [Kt2] (especially pp. 266276); we shall also 
show how, given an H-type algebra n satisfying the J2-condition, to con- 
struct explicitly a real rank one algebra g with Iwasawa component n. 
Combined with Theorem 1.1, this gives a method for constructing and 
classifying all real rank one simple Lie algebras, independent of the theory 
of root systems. 
In Kostant’s announcement [Ktl], he observes that R@3 can be given 
the structure of a (possibly nonassociative) division algebra. In some sense, 
Theorem 1.1 develops and deepens this idea, and, for instance, the proof 
that dim(3) < 7 “is” the proof that the dimension of a division algebra is at 
most 8, while the proof that dim(n) = 8 if dim(3) = 7 is based on the non- 
associativity of the Cayley numbers. However, the J2-condition is stronger 
than the condition that R @ 3 is a division algebra. For a start, we note that 
the J2-condition implies Kostant’s observation immediately: if we fix X in 
D\{ 0}, we may define a product, denoted , on R @ 3 by the rule (5, Z) . 
(l’, Z) = (r”, Z”), where (5 + J,)(t’ + J,,) X = (l” + J,,,) X. It is clear that 
this product is bilinear, though not necessarily associative, and that 
(~,Z)~1=((~~~2+~Z~2)-‘~, -(l(12+lZ12)-‘Z), so R@3 is indeed a 
division algebra. However, the J2-condition is a strictly stronger condition, 
as it excludes n’s of the form n:” with ab # 0, as well as nf;, with a greater 
than 1. 
It should perhaps be remarked that the division algebra structure which 
can be put on R @ 3 using the J*-condition is alternative, i.e., 
((t.3 Z). (57 .a). (5’3 Z’) = (5, Z) ((5, Z). (5’, Z’)) V(5, -3, (5’, Z’) E R 03. 
This implies that the division algebra which occurs in the case when 
dim(j) = 7 is the Cayley numbers. For more information about non- 
associative algebras and Clifford algebras, and their connections with 
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orthogonal multiplications and parallelizability, we refer the reader to the 
monographs of Hermann [Hm], Husemoller [Hu], and Schafer [Sf], and 
the references therein. 
2. H-TYPE GROUPS AND THEIR GEOMETRY 
A real Lie group is said to be of Heisenberg type (or more simply, 
H-type) if it is connected and simply connected and its Lie algebra is 
H-type. Since the exponential mapping is a bijection of n onto N, we may 
and shall parametrise n in N by (X, Z) in u @ 3, where n = exp(X+ Z). The 
quantifiers associated to any given formula will make it clear whether 
(X, 2) refers to an element of n or an element of N. The BakerCampbell- 
Hausdorff formula shows that 
(X, Z)(X’, Z’)= (X+X’, Z+Z’+ $[X, X’]) V(X, Z), (X’, Z’) E N. 
The automorphisms of H-type Lie algebras (over an arbitrary field) have 
been studied by Riehm [Rml]. The automorphism group contains the 
group A of all dilations 6, : (X, Z) H (t “‘X, tZ), where t E iw +, and a 
plethora of isometries p: (X, Z)H (p(X), p(Z)) in O(O) x O(3). The 
isometry group Iso contains two important subgroups: the subgroup 
which fixes 3 pointwise (the set of elements of O(o) which commute with 
all the mappings J,, with Z in A), and a subgroup isomorphic to Pin($) 
generated by the isometries 
(X, Z)H(Jz,.X, -Z+2(2, Z’) Z’) v’(x a E K 
where IZ’I = 1. Using Riehm’s description of the isometry group, one can 
show that Iso acts transitively on the unit spheres in D and in 3. These 
automorphisms of n determine uniquely automorphisms of N, and vice 
versa; we denote by A and Iso the corresponding automorphism groups 
of N. 
In geometry, H-type groups have been used to provide examples of 
Riemannian manifolds with various properties (see, for instance, [GW], 
[Kp2], [Kp3], [K2], [Rm2], [TV]). An H-type group N can be 
endowed with many different Riemannian metrics, but as soon as we 
impose the natural conditions that these be invariant under left translations 
and the action of &o(N), and that the two eigenspaces for the A-action on 
n be orthogonal for the inner product induced by identifying n with the 
tangent space at e in N, then there is essentially only one metric, which we 
may take to be that induced by the Euclidean structure on n at the identity 
of N; the other metrics may be obtained by taking scalar multiples and 
letting A act on N. It is worth pointing out that Kaplan [Kp2] showed 
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that the isometry group of this metric is the semidirect product of the left 
translations and Iso( Let d, denote the distance function associated to 
our choice of Riemannian metric. 
Suppose that dim(n) > 0 and dim(j) > 0, and fix n in N. Then it is easy 
to verify that the smallest closed connected totally geodetic subgroup of N 
containing n, which we denote by N,, is given by the formula 
N,= ((t,X+t,J,X, t3Z): &R3}, 
where n = (X, Z). (To see this, observe that N, is a closed connected 
totally geodetic subgroup of N by Theorem 7.1, and that no proper closed 
connected subgroup of N, can be totally geodetic in N,.) This subgroup is 
also dilation-invariant, hence is independent of the choice of Riemannian 
metric. Its dimension is 0 if n = e, 1 if either X= 0 or Z = 0, and 3 
otherwise. We shall refer to these subgroups as the minimal geodetic sub- 
groups. As an example of the role of these subgroups, let us describe the 
geodetics in N. (For us, “a geodetic” means a constant-speed geodetic 
curve.) To do so, it suffices to describe the geodetics which pass through 
e, since the left-translate of every geodetic is again a geodetic. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Take (X0, Z,) in n, such that IX,l’+ IZo12= 1. Then 
the geodetic y: R + N such that y(O) = e and v(O) = (X0, Z,) is given by the 
formula y(z) = (X(z), Z(z)), where 
X(r) = I-G -’ ((1 -c0s(l-&l~)) Jzoxo + I-&I sin(I-G z) x0) 
z(r)=; L?-* 
( 
IXCS’ 
w012+21Z,/%-jZ sinlZ,l z Z, 
0 > 
if Z, # 0, and otherwise y(z) = (TX,, 0). 
Prooj This is proved by Kaplan [Kp2], though the formula he gives 
for Z(z) needs minor correction; he also notes that the geodetic lies in a 
three-dimensional Heisenberg subgroup, N,,.,,. Actually, the geodetics in 
a Heisenberg group had been calculated some time before Kaplan’s paper 
by B. Gaveau [Gv], and these calculations coupled with the fact that 
N CXO,zO, is totally geodetic (Theorem 7.1) provide an alternative proof. 1 
The Riemannian distance on N has some disadvantages; in particular, 
there is no simple relation between d,(n, n’) and d,(6,n, dln’) when it, n’ 
are in N and t is in [w +. A left translation invariant distance on N which 
behaves well with respect to dilations and Iso can be constructed, 
however, as follows. First, we choose a gauge 9: N + [0, co)), i.e., a smooth 
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(except perhaps at e), symmetric, nonvanishing except at e, Iso( 
invariant function satisfying the homogeneity condition 
2q6,n) = t’!‘qn) VlnEN, vtER+ 
Next we define the pseudo-distance d,,: N x N + [0, co) by the formula 
d.,(n, n’) = 2?(n - ‘12’) Vn. n’ E N. 
Now we say that a piecewise smooth curve 7: [0, l] -+ N is %rectifiable, 
and we write y E R,( [0, I I), if 3,,(y) < SJ, where 
i dg(Y(t,),y(t,~l)):O=t,<t,< ... <t,,_,<t,,=l , 
/=I 
the lim sup being taken as the partitions of the interval [0, 1 ] become liner. 
Finally we define D, : N x N--f [0, 03 ) by the rule 
D,(n, n’) = inf(i.,(y) :i’ERg([O, l]),y(O)=n,y(l)=lz’j. 
It is clear that D, is invariant under left translations and Iso( and that 
D,(J,n, 6,n’) = t”‘D,(n, n’) for all n, H’ in N and all t in iw+. It can be 
shown that D, is uniquely determined up to a scalar multiple. Unfor- 
tunately, it is not easy to give a simple formula for D,. The convenient 
choice of 3, at least for the purposes of this paper, is 3, where 3(X, Z) = 
((Xl 4/16 + IZI ‘) for all (A’, Z) in N, since da is a distance function which 
is equivalent to D, for any 9 and since 98 crops up naturally elsewhere in 
our work, and the associated distances, lengths, etc., will be written d, 7.. 
and so on, without subscripts. We shall also denote by B(n, Y) and B(n, v) 
the open and closed d-balls of radius Y centered at n. It can also be shown 
that the rectifiable curves are those for which the tangent vectors are 
“horizontal,” i.e., their left translates to the identity lie in D, and that 
where [l?(t)11 is the norm in D of the left translate of j(t) to e. Finally, a 
theory of geodetics in this framework can be developed. For details, we 
refer the reader to [K2]. We shall describe this geometry as the sub- 
Riemannian geometry on N. 
The geometry just described can be obtained as a limit of Riemannian 
geometries, where the metric is changed by resealing the j-part. When one 
is working in the sub-Riemannian geometry, it is not immediately clear 
what the appropriate definition of a totally geodetic subspace might be; the 
main difficulty is that different geodetics can have tangent vectors which 
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coincide. One reasonable definition appears to be that a connected sub- 
manifold S of N is totally geodetic in N if every geodetic in N which joins 
points s and s’ of S and whose tangent vector at s lies in T,(S) automati- 
cally lies in S. With this definition, the minimal geodetic subgroups of N 
are the subgroups N,, described above. Even if this definition is not “right,” 
it is still true that for the approximating Riemannian geometries, the mini- 
mal geodetic subgroups are those described above. Thus we shall continue 
to call the subgroups N,, where y1 is in N, minimal geodetic subgroups. 
We conclude this outline of the sub-Riemannian geometry of N by dis- 
cussing quasi-conformality and conformality, following [K2] and [KRn]. 
If U and U’ are open subsets of N and A E [ 1, cc ), we say that T: U + U’ 
is A-quasi-conformal if for all n in U, all E in [w +, and all sufficiently small 
r in iw+, we can find R in Iw+ such that 
B(Tn, R)G T(B(n, r))sB(Tn, (A+&)R); 
i.e., the image of a small ball is squeezed between two balls, the ratio of 
whose radii is nearly bounded by A. We say that T is quasi-conformal if it 
is i-quasi-conformal for some i in [w + and conformal if it is l-quasi-confor- 
mal. It is worth pointing out that the notions of quasi-conformality and 
conformality are independent of the choice of gauge used to define the 
distance on N. It is clear that quasi-conformal mappings are continuous 
and open. 
It can be shown easily, and we shall need to know, that if T: U-t U’ is 
smooth and A-quasi-conformal, then dT maps horizontal tangent vectors to 
horizontal tangent vectors. The key fact for general H-type groups is that 
dim(u) > dim(j) + 1. Let 1, and ATCnJ denote the left translations by n and 
T(n) in N, so that dA,,(D) and d,?,,,(o) denote the spaces of horizontal 
tangent vectors at n and T(n); then dT(dA,(o)) has dimension dim(a) (dl,, 
dA r(nJ, and dT are invertible), so dT(d;l,(o)) n dA.,,,(r,) has dimension at 
least 1. This means that there is at least one X in u\(O> for which 
dT(dA,(X)) is horizontal, and we claim that once there is one such X, then 
all X in D have this property. Indeed, if XE D and 1x1 = 1, then n exp(sX) E 
B(n, s/2); quasi-conformality then implies that if X and X’ are unit vectors 
in v, the ratio 
i4f1’4(T(n)p1 T(n exp(sX))) 
S?1’4(T(n)p1 T(n exp(sX’))) 
is bounded away from 0 and CC for all sufficiently small s. On the other 
hand, 
~-~iiif”~(T(n)~’ T(n exp(sX))) 
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is bounded as s + 0 if and only if dT d&(X) is horizontal. Our claim 
follows. 
We shall also need to know that T is conformal if dT maps horizontal 
tangent vectors to horizontal tangent vectors and, restricted to the space of 
such vectors, is a multiple of an isometry at each point. This is proved in 
[KRn] for the Heisenberg group and the general case is similar. For the 
details of these results, and more, on quasi-conformality, the reader is 
referred to [Kl], [K2], [KRn], and [Pu]. 
On an H-type groups, we may form a sub-Laplacian as follows: let 
(X,: j= 1, . ..) pj be an orthonormal basis for D, and denote by f, the 
left-invariant vector field on N which agrees with X, at e. Thus 
V(X, Z) E N. 
Now take A to be CT= I 2;. Then A is a subelliptic operator for which an 
explicit fundamental solution may be found, namely C98 ~ (p+ ‘V ‘)14, for an 
appropriate constant C. Relevant bibliography for these results and related 
variants includes [Cl], [CK], [Fo], and [Kpl]. 
We shall also work with the semidirect product group NA, which we 
identify with (a @ 3) x [w + with multiplication given by the formula 
(X, z, t)(X’, Z’, t’) = (x+ t’:*X’, z+ tZ’+ ft’l’[X, X’], tt’), 
for all (X, Z, t), (X’, Z’, t’) in NA. The Lie algebra n @ a of NA is naturally 
identified with v @ 3 @ [w, which we endow with the inner product described 
by the rule 
((X z, $1, (X’, Z’, .Y’) > 
= (X, X’) + (Z, zl) +ss V( x, z, s), (X, Z’, 8’) E n @ a. 
The manifold NA can also be given many Riemannian structures, but if we 
require this structure to be invariant under translations by NA and under 
the natural action of Iso( then there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that the inner product induced on the tangent space to NA at the identity 
e, i.e., on n @ a, is that written above. 
A useful observation, based on Theorem 7.1, is that if (X, Z) E N and 
tE [w+, then N cx,z,A is a totally geodetic subgroup of NA containing 
(X, Z, t), so the minimal closed connected totally geodetic subgroup of NA 
containing (X, Z, t) is a totally geodetic subgroup of N,, z,A. Then tedious 
calculation shows that, as long as (X, Z, t) # (0, 0, l), then Nc,Y,,,A is the 
minimal such subgroup. 
Many problems on NA can be tackled by reducing them to subproblems 
on No,,A for some or all (X, Z) in N. In particular, we shall show here 
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how to describe the geodetics on NA, by describing those which pass 
through the identity. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that (X, 2, s) E n ~73 a and 1x1 2 + IZI 2 + s2 = 1. 
The geodetic y: [w + NA such that y(O) = (0, 0, 1) and y(O)= (X, Z, s) is 
given by the formula 
Y(T) = ( 28(1-s@ *-EJ x2jz l--e2 z, 3 x x > x x’ 
where 6’ = tanh(r/2) and x = (1 - sQ2 + IZI * 0*. 
ProoJ: Let D denote the open unit disc in C2, 
D= {L L)E~=~: Ll*+ 11212< I>, 
and S denote the Siegel domain ((~,,~2)~C2:Re(~2)>~~,~2/4}. The 
Cayley transform C: D -+ S, defined by the formula 
ai,, 112)= 
Xl 1 -i2 
- - 
l+r,‘l+r, 
Vi, 2 12) E D, 
is biholomorphic, and 
( 
c-1 l-12 -- C-‘(C,, i2)= 1 +i2’ 1 +(Y2 
) 
vi1 > 12) ED* 
Fix unit vectors X0 and Z, in D and 3 such that X= rX, and Z = uZ,, 
where r > 0 and u 2 0, and write N, for N,, zO,. We define &,: N,A -+ S by 
the rule 
h(rX0 + sJzoxo, U-G, t) 
=(r+is, t+$(r2+s2)+iu) Vr,s,uEiR, VtElR+. 
Then &, identifies the N,A-space N,A with S and induces a transitive 
action of N,A on S by biholomorphic transformations-for all (iI, i2) in 
S, all r, s, u in [w, and all t in lR+, 
= 
( 
r+irtt1”i,.iu+t(r’+s2)+~(r-iS)ilfti2 . 
> 
The metrics on S left invariant by the group of biholomorphic transforma- 
tions are the multiples of the Bergman metric, so the N,A-invariant metric 
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g on N,A corresponds to a multiple of the Bergman metric on S, which in 
turn corresponds to a multiple of the Bergman metric on D by the Cayley 
transform. We describe the geodetics in NJ which pass through (0, 0, 1) 
by pulling back the geodetics on D via S. These geodetics are geodetics on 
NA because N,A is totally geodetic in NA. 
The geodetics on D which pass through (0,O) at 0 are just the curves 
z H (c( tanh(cr), /I tanh(cr)), 
where c(, /I E @ and Jc(/’ + IpI = 1, and c E [Wf. It follows that the geodetics 
on S which pass through (0, 1) are the curves 
( 2x8 l-/IS TC*I+aH21+pey ) 
where 0 = tanh(ct); by using &,, we see that the geodetics on N,A are the 
curves 
~-(Re(~)X,+Im(~)171X.“. 
Im l-” Z 
( ) 1+pe O’ 
Re(~)$@&). (2.1) 
The tangent vectors to these curves at 0 are 
(2c Re(cc) X0 + 2c Im(cc) J,,X,, -2c Im(b) Zo, -2c Re(P)), 
so to find the geodetic y such that ~(0) = (0, 0, 1) and f(O)= (X, Z, t), it 
suffices to solve the equations 
2c Re(cc) X0 = X, 2c Im(a) Jz,Xo = 0 
-2c Re(b) = t, - 2c Im(P) Z, = Z 
for a, /I, and c, substitute in the formula (2.1) above, and simplify the 
expression obtained. 1 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF IWASAWA N-GROUPS 
Suppose that G is a connected real Lie group whose Lie algebra g is 
simple and of split rank one. This means that if I@ n is a Cartan decom- 
607/87/l-2 
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position of g and a is a maximal abelian subalgebra of p, then a is one- 
dimensional. We take a root space decomposition of g relative to a and 
write n for the sum of the positive root spaces: then 
and 
where either z+ = {a} (in which case G is locally isomorphic to SO,(l, n), 
with n 2 2) or x+ = (a, 2c~J (in which case G is locally isomorphic to 
SU(1, n) or Sp(1, n) with n z 2, or to F4(--20)). As we pointed out in 
Section 1, n, equipped with the inner product - (p + 4q)-’ B( ., 8. ), is an 
H-type algebra and satisfies the J2-condition; the formula J,X= [Z, 0X] 
(for Z in gza and X in gJ describes the Clifford module structure. In this 
section, we shall suppose that there are two positive roots; the case where 
there is only one positive root is slightly different, especially when dim(p) 
is odd, but essentially trivial. We shall show that a natural choice of repre- 
sentative for the Weyl group element leads to a definition of inversion on 
N with properties like those of the inversion XH -.x/lxl’ of R” (strictly 
speaking, this mapping should be considered as a mapping of R” u (cc > to 
itself, or of llF\{O> to itself). In particular we shall show that an equality 
(which we call the basic equality) involving this inversion and the canoni- 
cal gauge &?‘I4 on N is satisfied. The main computational tool is the 
SU(2, 1) reduction, considered by S. Helgason [Hl], [H2]. In the 
following sections we shall consider the natural generalisation of this 
inversion mapping to arbitrary H-type groups and shall show that various 
“nice” properties of this inversion are characteristic of Iwasawa N-groups. 
The natural domain of the inversion is N\(e), which we denote by N*. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that G is a connected real rank one simple Lie 
group and that (9, a) has two distinct positive roots. Then there exists an 
element s in the centre Z, of K which is not in the centre Zo of G, but 
whose square is; for any such element s, Ad(s) is the Cartan involution, and 
in particular s normalises but does not centrahse a. 
Proof. By Theorem IX.57 in S. Helgason’s book [H2], such an ele- 
ment exists provided that f contains a maximal abelian subalgebra of g. Let 
t be a maximal abelian subalgebra of m (m = { YE I : [ Y, H] = 0 VH E a}). 
Then t 0 a is a maximal abelian subalgebra of g. Since all such subalgebras 
have the same dimension (their complexifications are conjugate in the com- 
plexilication gc of g under Ad(G,)), it will suffice to show that there exists 
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Z in gla\(03 such that [T, Z] = 0 for all Tin t, for then t 0 R(Z + eZ) will 
be a maximal abelian subalgebra of g contained in I. 
Let T be the connected subgroup of G corresponding to t; Ad( T)l nz~ is 
a compact connected abelian Lie group, i.e., is toroidal. Under the action 
of Ad(T), gza splits into a direct sum of two-dimensional invariant sub- 
spaces, on which the Ad(T)-action is nontrivial, and a subspace on which 
Ad(T) acts trivially. Since g,, is odd-dimensional (e.g., by Theorem 1.1 ), 
this last subspace is nontrivial, and there exists Z in g2,x\{O} fixed by 
Ad(T), which suffices. fl 
We fix once and for all an element s of G as in Lemma 3.1. The “Bruhat 
decomposition” of G tells us that, if M denotes the centraliser of A in K 
and W denotes ON, then G is the disjoint union of the sets NMAN and 
sMAN; further the obvious product mappings N x M x A x R+ NMAiV 
and M x A x N- sMAm are diffeomorphisms. It follows that if II EN*, 
then sn E NMAN, i.e., 
sn = o(n)M(n)A(n)fl(n), 
where a(n) EN, M(n)+zM, and so on, and the various components o(n), 
M(n), etc., depend smoothly on n in N *. We shall calculate a(n) explicitly; 
this computation shows that a(n) and A(n) do not depend on the choice 
of s in Z,\Z, in Lemma 3.1. 
Before doing this, we recall the essential facts about the SU(2, 1) 
reduction. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that X~g~\{0] and ZEROS\. Then the sub- 
algebra go of g generated by X, Z, 0X, and 0Z is o-invariant and isomorphic 
to ~(2, 1). The restriction of the inner product - (p + 4q) ~ ’ B( ., 8 ’ ) on 
g x g to go x go coincides with the inner product - bBo( ., 8. ) on go x go 
(where B, denotes the Killing form qf go). 
Proof. It is shown that go is isomorphic to 5u(2, 1) in Section IX.3 of 
Helgason [H2]. The restriction of the Killing form of g to go is certainly 
a multiple of the Killing form of go, because both these forms are ad(g,)- 
invariant symmetric bilinear forms, and go is simple, so we need only deter- 
mine the multiple. Now n is an H-type algebra when equipped with the 
inner product - (p + 4q)-’ B( ., 0. ), and the proof that this holds (see, 
e.g., [K2]) shows that no other multiple will do. By the same token, if 
no= nn go, then no is an H-type algebra when equipped with the inner 
product - iB,( ., 8 . ). Then these inner products must coincide on no. 1 
Our next lemma gives some explicit formulae for the action of the Weyl 
element. These are certainly not new (see, e.g., [Hl], [Sm], [KnS]), but 
the formulation of (3.1) is perhaps a little neater than the previous versions. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let G and s be as in Lemma 3.1. Then for any (X, 2) in N*, 
.(X,Z)=( -(?+.I,)-lx, -(+‘h-‘z) (3.1) 
and 
A(X,Z)=exp( -log(~+,z,p,), (3.2) 
where H, E a and a(H,) = $. 
Proof For simplicity, we shall assume that X# 0 and 2 # 0; if X= 0 or 
2 = 0, we obtain the formula for a(x, 2) as a limiting case. 
The SU(2, 1)-reduction (Lemma 3.2) shows that X, 2, and 8 generate a 
subalgebra go of g isomorphic to 542, 1); let Go be the closed connected 
subgroup of G corresponding to go. Take so in Go such that Ad(s, is the 
Cartan involution of go, i.e., 191 90. Then Ad(s-‘so)l 9. = I, so s = zso, where 
z centralises Go, and in particular A, i.e., ZE M. Now, in Go, we have 
another Bruhat decomposition, 
son = aa MO(n) A,(n) No(n), 
where Go(n) E No = Nn Go, M,(n) E MO = Mn Go, and so forth, and co(n) 
and A,(n) are essentially given by Lemma 1X.3.9 in [H2]. Next, 
sn = zsOn = oo(n) zM,(n) A,(n) No(n), 
so by the uniqueness of the Bruhat decomposition, a(n) = aa(n) and 
A(n) = A,,(n). 
Thus, to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that formulae (3.1) and 
(3.2) hold in SU(2, l), with the inner product -ilS( ., 19. ) on su(2, 1). 
In su(2, l), we take vectors X0, Y,, Zo, and Ho as follows: 
Then X,,, Y,, and Z, are unit vectors, X0 and Y, span gl, Z, spans gZlr 
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and a(H,) = i; further J,,X,, = [Z,, OX,] = Y,. We take sO in SU(2, 1) 
thus: 
-1 00 
sg = [ I o-1 0. 0 01 
Brute force calculation (cf. Helgason [H2], Lemma 1X.3.91) shows that 
so exp(xX, + yY, + ‘Z,) 
= exp( uX, + u Y, + sZ,) m, exp ( (+)%, log 
and 
s= _ Ix+i~14+y2 
-1 
16 
r. 
(Helgason works with N and m interchanged, and uses a different 
parametrisation: his z and w  are (x + iy)/2 and (U + iv)/2 in our notation, 
and his t and u are r/2 and s/2 for us. Conjugating Helgason’s formulae by 
sO and changing the parameters as indicated show that our formulae are 
valid.) The lemma follows. 1 
Formula (3.1) above defines naturally a smooth involution of N*, called 
the inversion. (To see that o’= Z, observe that sn = o(n)M(n) A(n) W(n), 
and so 
so(n)=s’nR(n)-’ M(n)-’ A(n)-’ 
=n[s2M(n)-‘1 A(n)-’ iv*., 
It preserves (nontrivial) minimal geodetic subgroups of N, on which it acts 
conformally [KRn], commutes with Iso( and anticommutes with the 
dilations of N (i.e., a(6,n) = 6,-,a(n) for all n in N and t in [w+ ); further 
B(a(n)) = B(n) - ‘. We shall see in Section 5 that o is actually conformal. In 
the rest of this section we shall establish the “basic equality” for inversion 
and calculate its Jacobian determinant. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let G and s be as in Lemma 3.1, and let 0: N--f N be defined 
by Eq. (3.1). Then for n, n’ in N*, 
B(cr(n)-’ a(n’)) =B(n)-’ B(n’)-’ B(n-‘n’). (3.3) 
Proof: This is a consequence of the properties of the Bruhat decomposi- 
tion. During the proof, m,, m2, . . . . n,, n2, . . . . and fi,, E,, . . . will denote 
elements of M, N, and fl; we shall not need to keep track of these. Since 
s2 lies in the centre of G, and sn’ = o(n’) m, A(n’) ti,, 
-1 -1 s n sn’ = s-2sn-1 o(n’) m,A(n’) fi, 
= (s(n-10(n’)))(s-2ml) A(n’) ii, 
= (o(n-‘o(n’)) m,d(n-‘a(n’)) fi2) m,A(n’) fi, 
=nlm,A(npla(n’)) A(n’) ii,, (3.4) 
because A4 and A commute with each other and normalise R. However, by 
interchanging the roles of n and n’, and remembering that sz lies in the 
centre of G, we see that 
s-l(s- In-lsn’)-1 s=s-lnl-‘s-lns2 
=s -ln’m’sn 
= n2m5A(n’-‘a(n)) A(n) &, 
whence 
s-in-l sn’=sti;‘(A(n’- ‘o(n)) A(n))p’m;ln;ls-l 
= (s12q1s-1)(sm;1s-‘) 
x (s(A(n’-‘a(n)) A(n))-l s-‘)(sn;lspl) 
= n,m,(d(n’-‘u(n)) A(n)) ti,, 
since A4 and A commute, and since s conjugates N to R and 3 to N, 
centralises M, and conjugates a in A to a-‘. Comparing this formula 
with (3.4), we conclude that 
A(C’a(n’)) A(n’) = A(n’-‘a(n)) A(n). 
We now replace n by o(n), use (3.2), and recall that a(n4) = @(n;‘) and 
B(o(n4))=B(nJ1 for any n4 in N*. The lemma follows. 1 
It is worth reminding the reader that the “Bruhat decomposition” also 
allows us to compute the Jacobian determinant da(n)/dn (see, e.g., [Sm] or 
[KnS]). Indeed, if we unitarily induce the trivial representation of the sub- 
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group MAN of G to G, then the nonunimodularity of MAN obliges us to 
work with the space of functions on G with the transformation property 
fkman) =fk) ap, where exp(H)P = exp((p/2 + q)c((H)), for any H in a. 
The action of G on this space is by left translations and is unitary. Thus 
for measurable ,A 
= s N If(o(n)M(n)A(n)W(n))(‘dn 
= s N If(h A(n)2P dn, 
whence da(n)/dn = Add. By virtue of (3.2), 
d4n) -+g(n)-‘P’*+~) 
dn 
VnEN*. (3.5) 
4. INVERSION ON A”: THE CROSS RATIO AND THE KELVIN TRANSFORM 
In analysis on UP’, the mapping x++ -x/lx12 is used to convert problems 
at infinity to local problems, and vice versa. The analogue of this inversion 
on the Heisenberg groups, and indeed on any Iwasawa N-group N, is given 
by the formula 
4X,2)=( -(~+Jp, -(y+-‘z) (4.1) 
for all (X, Z) in N*, which we derived in Section 3. We recall that this 
inversion mapping commutes with Iso and anticommutes with the dila- 
tion group A (i.e., a(6,(X, Z)) = 6,-,a(X, Z) for all (X, Z) in N* and all t 
in IW+. Actually, if N is any H-type group and (T is defined by (4.1), then 
it is trivial to check that o has these properties straight from the defini- 
tions.) Further, this inversion is smooth on N* and preserves minimal 
geodetic subgroups, on which it acts conformally [KRn]. If we want to 
find a good inversion mapping on an arbitrary H-type group, it is natural 
to consider candidates with these properties, 
We shall say that a smooth mapping z: N* -P N* is an inversion if r2 = Z, 
z anticommutes with dilations (i.e., z(6,n) = 6,-1T(n) for all t in iw+ and all 
n in N*), and r preserves minimal geodetic subgroups. If in addition z acts 
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conformally on these subgroups, we shall say that z is shapely. In view of 
our philosophy of solving problems by reducing to problems on minimal 
geodetic subgroups (see Section 2) it is obviously desirable for an inversion 
to be shapely. Before we state our next result, let us define z: N + N by the 
rule z(X, Z) = (-X, 2) for all (X, 2) in N. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let N be an H-type group. If z is a shapely inversion on N, 
then z is conjugate to CJ or (rz by a dilation. 
ProoJ Clearly, the mapping G defined by Eq. (4.1) is shapely, and if z 
is another shapely inversion, then or is a smooth mapping of N* to N* 
which commutes with dilations and Iso and preserves and acts confor- 
mally on minimal geodetic subgroups. Thus on each minimal geodetic 
subgroup N,x,,,zo,y where 1X,( = I&,( = 1, or is conformal and commutes 
with dilations. 
We identify the minimal geodetic subgroup N,,,,, with a Heisenberg 
group, with coordinates (z, t) (ZE C, and t E 5X). From the results of 
[KRn], on this Heisenberg group, err is given by a mapping coming from 
an element of SU(2, l), or from such a mapping composed with the map 
m*: (z, t)- (5, -t). (Actually, Koranyi and Reimann tend to forget about 
the map m*, much as one forgets about conjugations in considering confor- 
ma1 mappings of the disc.) Since or commutes with dilations, the element 
of SU(2, 1) involved commutes with the subgroup A and lies in MA. 
It follows that, in the H-type coordinate system, ~t(,, is given by the 
formula 
(r, r’, s, s’, U, U’ E [w), where the mapping (r, s) H (Y’, s’) is a dilation, com- 
posed with a rotation, possibly followed by a reflection, and UH U’ is a 
corresponding dilation, and possibly a reflection as well. There can be no 
reflection occurring, since every subgroup of the form N~,xo+bJzOX,,O) (a, b 
in [w) must be preserved. Next, the rotation must be through an angle 4, 
possibly depending on X0 and Z,, but not on r, s, or U. As 62 preserves the 
minimal geodetic subgroup NcX,,,t, 4 must be 0 or z, and the smoothness 
of cx now implies that 4 cannot depend on X0 or ZO. Finally, the factor 
involved in the dilation must be independent of (X0, Z,), by a similar argu- 
ment. Then or is either a dilation or a dilation composed with the mapping 
z. The lemma follows. 1 
In view of Lemma 4.1, if r is another shapely inversion on N, its proper- 
ties are almost identical with those of D, and therefore there will be no loss 
of generality in working with CT. 
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It will be notationally convenient to define functions d and & from N 
to End(u) as 
d(X, Z&+J 
4 z 
for all (X, Z) in N. Several obvious but useful facts should be pointed out, 
namely A?J$= A?&’ = 8 (we abuse notation by confusing scalar multiples 
of the identity mapping of D with the scalars), and A” = d; also, %T”‘d 
is orthogonal. Furthermore 
o(X,Z)=(-d(x,z)-‘x, -B(X,Z)-‘Z) V(X, Z) E N*. (4.2) 
In this section, we prove various results about this inversion mapping, 
which concern the natural cross ratio on N and the Kelvin transform. We 
recall that 98ij4 is a natural gauge on N, and so we define the cross ratio 
( , ; , ) by the rule 
(4.3) 
It is trivial to see that the cross ratio is invariant under the actions of the 
dilation group A and of Iso( and under left translations. We shall be 
interested to know when c preserves the cross ratio. Next, by analogy with 
the R” case, we define the Kelvin transform Kf of a function f  on N* by 
the rule 
Kf(X, Z)=B(X, Z)P’P+2y--2)‘4f(a(X, Z)) V(X, Z) E N*. (4.4) 
We shall be interested in the relation between the sub-Laplacian A on N 
(see Section 2 for the definition) and the Kelvin transformation. In proving 
our results, we shall use the fact (3.5) that &(n)/& =z?8(n)-‘P”+Y), for 
Iwasawa N-groups. 
THEOREM 4.2. The following properties of an H-type group N are 
equivalent: 
(i) The basic equation (3.3) holds, i.e., B(a(n)-’ o(n’)) = 
S?(n)-’ &‘(n’)-’ LB(n-‘n’) for all n, n’ in N*; 
(ii) the inversion (T preserves the cross ratio (4.3); 
(iii) the Kelvin transform Kf (4.4) of a harmonic function is harmonic; 
(iv) the J2-condition holds; 
(v) N is an Zwasawa N-group. 
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ProofY We prove (i)o (ii), (ii)- (iv), (v) = (iii), and (iii) * (iv). As 
(iv) implies (v) (via the classification theorem of Section 1) and (v) * (i) 
holds by the results of Section 3, this is (more than) enough. 
In order to show that (i) o (ii), it suffices to show that (ii) =E- (i), as the 
other implication is immediate. However, (i) may be considered to be a 
special case of (ii), with n, = e, n, = n, n3 = co, and n4 = n’, by extending the 
cross ratio to NW {co }; more precisely, we suppose that [T preserves the 
cross ratio and take n, n’, and nj (Jo IV) in N* such that W(nj) + CO as 
j + cc. Then, by hypothesis, 
(a(nj), n; nj, n’) = (nj, o(n); dnj), O’)), 
so by definition, 
931’4(a(nj)-1 5) LB1’4(n-1n’) 
@‘“(a(nj)-’ d) L491’4(n-1nj) 
9”“(n,:‘a(nj)) LtiF4(o(n)-’ a(n’)) 
= 91’4(n,:‘o(n’)) L181’4(a(n)-’ o(nj))’ 
Because S?(n) = i?#(n-‘) for any n in N, 5B1’4(o(nj)p’ nj) = 98”‘4(n,y’a(nj)). 
Because also B1/4(nn’) < 5?““(n) + A?i’4(n’) for any n and n’ in N, 
lim L49”4(nj~10(n’))/981’4(n-1nj) = 1. 
j-cc 
We conclude that 
lim 391’4(o(nj)-1 n’) SV”(o(n)-’ a(n’)) = 1 
jt m iB1’“(a(n)-’ a(nj)) Bi1/4(n-1n’) ’ 
from which the basic equation holds. 
To show that (ii) o (iv), we shall calculate B(a(n)-’ o(n’)) for n and n’ 
in N*. It will be convenient to first show that, if n = (X, Z) and 
n’ = (x’, Z’), then 
lX12 Ix’12- (z z,) 
16 ’ 
where &, &‘, W, and 97 are abbreviations for &(X, Z), &(X’, Z’), 
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93(X, Z), and 99(X’, Z’), respectively. Later we shall use 2 and A?, 
similarly defined. Indeed, 
and (4.5) follows. 
Now we can calculate S?(a(n)-’ o(n’)). We recall that &?(g(n)) = W(n)-’ 
and that G(X, Z) = (-B-‘dX, -WPIZ). Furthermore, /B’-1JX/2 = 
K’IX12 and &(a(X,Z)) = g’-‘(X12/4 + %TIJz = B-rzJ, whence 
~37(a(X, Z))( -g-lGTX) = -S22dJX= --B-lx. Consequently, from 
(4.5), with o(n) and a(n’) in place of n and n’, we see that 
-(szX,X’)-(#X’,X) ) 
Comparing this with (4.5), we see that (ii) holds if and only if 
~~1~~~‘((~x,~~xf)*+~[~x,~fx’]~2)=(x,x’)2+ I[x,xql*. 
From (1.8), I[X, X’]j’= (J,,,,.,X,X’)= (IX/2P,,yX’, X’), so 
(X n2+ ICX X’112= IXI’ I&QoJ,,,yJ-12. 
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%cr-‘~~-‘((~x, Jzx’)*+ [[&TX, #X’]1’) 
=s4ei2qdX12 JP(,,J3)&mI* 
= 1x12 IP(IR~~,)~~~I-“2~x,12 
= 1x12 IP d~(R@J,)dX~12~ 
since %l-“z~l is an orthogonal transformation of D with transpose 
B’-“2~‘. Thus (ii) holds if and only if 
for all X and X’ in IJ and 2 and 2’ in 3, and in particular for all X’ of 
length I. With this restriction on X’, a’( 88 0 JJ JX is independent of X’, 
so clearly (ii) holds if and only if 
d’(R@JJ)dx=(R@J,)x. (4.6) 
If the J2-condition holds, then (4.6) clearly holds, and on the other 
hand, if (4.6) holds, then choosing Z to be 0, we find that &‘(lw @J,)X= 
(iR@J,)X, i.e., the J*-condition is valid. This completes the proof that 
(ii) 0 (iv). 
To show that (v) * (iii), we use the theory of intertwining operators (see, 
for instance, [Hl], [Sm], or [KnS]), in which the Kelvin transformation 
appears as the action of a (suitable) Weyl group representative on a 
particular class-one principal series representation space, and the sub- 
Laplacian A as a special value of the (analytically continued) normalised 
intertwining operators. It should be pointed out, however, that (v) =F= (iii) 
may also be proved by direct computation, though this method is longer. 
If f~ C,“(N*), ZEN, and Re(z) >O, then the change of variable 
n’=a(n”), the basic equation (3.4), and the fact (3.5) that do(n)/& = 
B(n) P(p’2 + 4, together show that 
Lw(n)(f* L!if’;)(a(n)) = B’;(n) FNf(d) s?“(n’%(n)) dn’ 
= 
s 
/o a(n”) ayn ‘t-In) go= g@.f-(P/2+4) &,” 
= (,-(=+p’*+q)(foq)) *&v(n) 3 
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for any n in N*. In these expressions, all the integrals converge abso- 
lutely because f vanishes near e and at cc in N, and everything depends 
analytically on the complex parameter z. A meromorphic continuation 
argument allows us to extend to arbitrary z, and in particular when 
z = -(p + 2q + 2)/4, the convolution kernel 6?’ has a simple pole whose 
residue is a multiple of the sub-Laplacian d (this calculation is given in 
[CK] in detail for the case where N is a Heisenberg group, and the general 
case is similar). Thus we obtain the formula 
%w(p+2q+2)‘4(n)(Af)(a(n)) 
=A(g”Pf24--2)/4 
(fool)(n), Vn E N*; 
iffis harmonic, the left-hand side is 0, so the right side, i.e., A(Kf), is too. 
To show that (iii) =E. (iv), we take vectors U and V in D of the same 
length, and write fU for the function (X, Z) H (X, U)2. Then fu-fc 
is harmonic. We shall examine when K(fL,-fl,) is harmonic, by first 
evaluating AK(f,). A preliminary step in the calculation is finding xj39, 
z;G?, xj (SEX, U) and f;<dX, U), where xj is a left-invariant vector 
field on N agreeing with X, at e ({X,, X,, . . . . XP} being an orthonormal 
basis of D), and (&X, U) is the function (X, Z)H (J(X, Z)X, U) on N. 
We recall that (X, Z)(tXj, 0) = (X+ rXj, ZS (t/2)[X, X,]), so 
+g (1X1’ IXj12+2(X,Xj>2+21CX,Xj~12)+ “‘, (4.7) 
whence 
X;LB(X, Z) = (272(X, Z)X, Xi) 
and 
It follows immediately that 
i IXj@(X, Z)l’= Id(X z)~l’=~(x, Z)IX12, 
j=l 
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and, using (1.9), that 
Similarly, we find that 
<dCCxv z)(txj, o))(x+ lxj), U> 
= (s!qX, Z)X, U) + 2 (&qX, Z) xi, U) 
1 
+~(lxj12 CxP u>+2(((x,xj)-J,,,,,)xj, u>)+ "-3 (4.8) 
where (noting that (J,x,q, xY ‘> = < Lx7 xjl, Lx9 VI > = (J[x, u] xf xj>) 
xj(~u,Xj)=(du,xj)+l(((X, U)-J,,“1)X,Xj) 
and 
consequently, 
i IXj<JXy U)12= dU+i((X, U)-J,,u,)X ‘3 
j=l 
and recalling that (J Lx, x,lxj, u> = - ( C-F xi), [u, Xjl > and using 
(l.lO), we also deduce that 
5 zf;<dzx$ U)=(p/2+l+q)(X, U). 
j=l 
Now we can compute dK(f,). For convenience, we write a for 
-(p + 2q + 6)/4; then K(fU) = B’(dX, U)‘, and 
= i (qQi?3”)(&TX, U)’ + 2(XjW7 
j=l 
x (Xj( (dX, U)‘) + 9i?‘“q (&TX, u>’ 
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=ig, (ata- llga- 2(f,Lq2 + aa?-‘(ZJ.s3))(&zx, U)’ 
+ i 4aL8~‘(Xj~)(~X, U)(X;.(dX, U)) 
J=I 
+ f: gz(2(Xj(dXy U))‘+2(dX, U)(Tj(dX, U))) 
.I= I 
= cc(a-1)~~-2~~X~2+a~~-* 
( 
(;+;+i) ,x12) (&TX, u>’ 
+4a.W-‘(dX, U> i (dX, X,) 
j= I 
x (~u,x,)+~(((X,C:)-J,,.l)X,X,) 
( > 
+ 2P 
(I 
a+; ((X, u> -Jcx,u,) x 2 
+<zf, w(;+cl+1) (X3 0.)) 
=a@-‘IX12 (a- 1 -a- l)(dX, U)‘+4aSY-‘(dX, U) 
+2LP 1,u,‘+f (X, U)’ 1x12 
( 
+$ ICX, U-Jl” 1x1’+ (JX, U)(X, U) 
-(dU,J [x,c,4)-2(~+ l)(JX W(X, u> 
> 
= -2aSY’/XI2 (dX, U)‘+~EB’“~‘(LZX, U) 
x 
( 
B’(X W + f WI4 (X u> -; <JzX J,,.,X) 
+2L?8;” qq2+T((x, U)Z+ I[X, VI/‘) 
( 
-(2a + 1)(.22X, U>(X, U) 
+(U,J w$-) - (JzU J,,,+O 
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= -2a9i?‘“-‘~X~2 (&TX, U)Z 
+4aP(d-x, U)(X, U) +2cY~a~‘(d-x, U) 
x f IA4 (X w - IA2 (Z, LX Ul,) 
( 
+298* 
( 
alu,‘+!$((x, u)2+I[x, U]12) 
- (2a + l)(JX, U)(X, U) 
-q ICX a’- (JZU, Jlx.u,x)) 
= -2c&r’IX(2 (JX, U)Z 
+4c&?‘*(dX, U)(X, U) +2Lsr’IX~2 (&X, u)2 
+29P alu12+T (X, U)2- (J&TX, U)(X, U) 
( 
- <J.zK Jcx,u, X) 
) 
-4cLw(dX, U) 
=29W3W12+ (J,X WC-K W- (JzU, J,.&W. 
Now if K(fU-fV) h is armonic on N* for any pair of vectors U and V 
of the same length, it follows that 
(J.zX WC-K W - (JzK Jcx,u, x> 
= <JA f’)(X V - <J.z K Jcx, v, x> 
for all X, V, U in o\(O) such that 1 U[ = I VI and ail Z in 3\{ O}. By taking 
V to be I UI 1 XI - ’ X, we see that 
(JzX W<X U> - <JzU JCx,a, X)=0 
for all X, U in o\(O) and all Z in 3\(O). Given (X, Z), we write U in the 
form 1X+ J,X+ V, where 1~ R, WEE, and VE ((R@ J3) X)‘. From (1.1) 
it follows that 
< J,K Jw-V A<X X> 
-(LX, J,X], [X, JzllX+JzJwX+J,V])=O 
SO 
A/Xl4 (Z, W) - llX14 ( w, Z) 
- IX12 (W, [X, J,J,X+J,V])=O, 
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i.e., 
whence 
(J,lX, J, V) = 0. 
This condition implies that J, VE (J,X)‘, and so J, VE (( Iw 0 J,)X)‘, and 
the J’-condition is fulfilled, as required. m 
5. CONFORMALITY OF THE INVERSION ON N 
In this section, we examine the conformality or quasi-conformality of the 
inversion on N. Our readers may like to glance at Section 2 to refresh their 
memories about the sub-Riemannian geometry of N, and in particular 
about the definitions of horizontal tangent vectors, quasi-conformality, and 
conformality. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let N be an H-type group. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exists a conformal inversion on N; 
(ii) 0 is a conformal map; 
(iii) u is a I-quasi-conformal map for some 1 in [ 1, M ); 
(iv) do preserves horizontal tangent vectors; 
(VI n satisfies the J2-condition. 
Proof We shall demonstrate that (iv) => (v) and (v) * (ii). As (ii) =z= (i) 
and (ii) * (iii) trivially, (i) => (ii) by Lemma 4.1 (a conformal inversion 
must be shapely), and (iii) 3 (iv) from the result sketched in Section 2, this 
will be enough. 
We shall need to know the action of the differential do on the horizontal 
vectors, so we calculate this. For n in N*, we denote by I,, the left trans- 
lation by n, thus d&(o) is the space of horizontal vectors at n; further the 
length of dA,,(X’) in d&,(o) is defined to be IX’(. Write n = (A’, Z). Now 
4,(X’) =$ (X Z)(sX’, O)I,=, 
=; XSSX’, z+; [X, Xl] 
( )I 
) 
s = 0 
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SO 
ffo(dl,(X’)) = f 0 
( 
x+ sx’, z + ; [X, X’] 
)I A-=0 
=$ (-.9Ys-‘Jgxs, -9q’Z,) ) 
s=O 
where X,=X+sx’, Z,=Z+(s/2)[X,X’], &?s=~(Xs,Z,) and &:= 
d(X,, Z,). Later we shall denote &IO, do, and J& by W, d, and AJ, 
respectively. We recall (from (4.7) and (4.8)) that 
and 
so 
-g!;‘d;x,= -c%-‘dX+sT+ O(s2), 
where 
T=a-2WX, xl) dx- $zr’((x, r> -J[~,~,) ~--g-l&~, 
and 
-g;%= -~z+s(~-2(dx, X’)Z- 4Lr’[X, y-J)+ O($). 
We now write (d/dr)o((X, Z)(sX’, O))lsEo as (d/ds)(a(X, Z))(sY, sZ”)I,,~ 
for some x” in D and Z” in 3, so that do(&(X’))= d&,(x” +z”). 
Evidently 
x”=a-2(~x,XI)~X-~~--((X,X’)- J,x,,,,)X-&‘&f (5.1) 
and 
ZV=ir2(dX, xl)z-f~-‘[x,~]-~[-~-‘~x, X”] 
=B-2(dx, xl)Z- gi-‘[X, X’] + g-‘[JX, ,,I]. (5.2) 
To show that (iv) * (v), consider A” in f(X). From (5.1) and (5.2), 
dl,;, do d&(X’) = X” + Z”, 
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where X” = -g&X’ and 2” = --~LW’[JX, 2X’]. If (iv) holds, then 
Z” = 0, i.e., 
[dX, 22X’] = 0, V(X, Z) E N*, VX’E f(X). (5.3) 
Since X’ E f(X), 
by (1.6) and (1.7). Thus [X, 1,X’] = 0, so J,X’ E f(X), and (v) is true. 
To show that (v)* (ii), we shall prove that, when the J2-condition is 
valid, do maps horizontal vectors into horizontal vectors and further that, 
restricted to the space of horizontal vectors, da is a multiple of an isometry 
at each point. By definition, this is the same as showing that dl;L, do d&, 
maps D into D and dA$, da di, 1~ is a multiple of an isometry. This involves 
describing the action of dA;i, da d%, in more detail. Recall that 
d;l,$, do d&(X’) = X” + Z”, where X” and Z” are given by (5.1) and (5.2). 
Suppose that X’ = LX’, for some A in I&!. Then 
while 
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Similarly if X’ = AJ,X for some 1 in R, then 
while 
= 0. 
We summarise these calculations in the formula &;A, da d&, ( Rxa RBJzx = 
g-223 and note that RX@ RJ,X is invariant under dA$, da dA,. 
Next take Z* in 3, with (Z, Z*) = 0, and consider the case where 
x’= J,.X. Now 
X”=$-‘[XI* J,.X-.!2-‘~J,tX 
=AY-‘aIJ,.X 
=&I’-‘dx’, 
while 
Z”= - $i-‘IXI*Z* + $2-‘[dX, B-‘dJ,.X] 
= -&W’(X~2Z*+ftc3-2[cdX, JzadX] 
= 0. 
Then dA;lf) da d;l, ) J,xn CJCx,l = B-’ &‘, and, provided the J*-condition is 
satisfied, J, Xn (J,X)‘- is invariant under dA$, da d;l,. 
Finally, consider X* in f(X). We have already shown that 
X”= -LL?!-‘dX* and Z”= fIXI $A-‘[X, J,X*]. If the J2-condition 
holds, then Z” = 0 and x” E f(X), so then dA;A, dD dil, 1 tCXj = - L4-‘d and 
I(X) is invariant under dl$, da dA,. 
From the above calculations, if the J2-condition holds, da preserves 
horizontal vectors, and further, since B-223, W-id, and -a-‘2 are all 
~5~“~ times orthogonal maps, dA$, do d& 1 t) is B-l’* times an orthogonal 
map, as required. 1 
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6. SYMMETRY OF NA 
In this section, we consider NA, equipped with the Riemannian structure 
described in Section 2, and determine when this admits a symmetry. If there 
is a symmetry, then this can be taken to be about the identity e, and since 
this symmetry must preserve totally geodetic subspaces, the restriction to 
N, A must be a symmetry for each minimal geodetic subgroup N,. Now 
when n = (A’, Z), where X # 0 and Z # 0, N,A “is” the symmetric space 
SU(2, l)/S( U(2) x U(l)), which has a unique symmetry about the origin. 
This allows us to obtain an explicit formula for the symmetry, with which 
we can calculate, 
THEOREM 6.1, Let N he cm H-type group. The Riemannian manfold NA 
is symmetric if and only if n satisfies the J2-condition. 
Proof If n satisfies the J’-condition, then, from Theorem 1.1, N is the 
Iwasawa N-component of a simple Lie group G of real rank one, and NA 
is then symmetric. (It is, however, worth mentioning that one can show 
directly that NA is symmetric, and the group G is then given as the 
isometry group of NA. This will be done in detail in our next paper.) So 
we suppose that NA is symmetric and show that n satisfies the J2-condi- 
tion. Let d denote the symmetry about the identity of NA. We shall first 
obtain an explicit formula for (r and then consider when (T really is an 
isometry. 
Fix unit vectors X,, and Z, in D and 3, respectively, and let N, be the 
minimal geodetic subgroup of N containing (X0, Z,). Let S be the Siegel 
domain {(i,, [?)E@*: Re([?)> 1<,1’/4} and define do: N,A+S by the 
rule 
for all x,y,z in Iw and tin [Wt. If f denotes left multiplication by (xX, + 
yJz,,XO, zZ,, t) in N,,A on NoA, then we have that 
These transformations lie in the group of biholomorphic maps of S which 
preserve infinity. By conjugating --I on the unit disc with the Cayley 
transform (defined in Section 2), we obtain the formula (11, cZ)++ 
( -il/iz, l/&) for the natural biholomorphic inversion map on S, and this 
implies that the symmetry on N,A arising from its identification with the 
symmetric space S is given by the map 0, where 
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4xX, + vJz$,, zz,, t) 
=(-(t+~~X2+y21+JJZo)-‘(XX~+yJ~~X,), 
-((t+$IX2+yZl)2+ IzJ*)-‘zzo, 
((t+$IX2+y21)2+~z12)-‘t). 
This cumbersome formula can be rewritten in a way independent of the 
choice of X0 and Zo, thus: 
fM z t) 
= (-&r’(X, z, t)X, -.w’(X, 2, t)Z, kr’(X, z, t)t) 
=(-Lr’(X,Z, t)Jz(X,Z,t)X, -~-‘(X,Z,t)Z,~‘-‘(X,Z,t)t), 
where (cf. Sections 3-5) 
4xz, t)=t+$Jx(*+Jz 
JqX,Z,t)=t+$iy-J, 
~‘(X,Z,t)=(t+~IXI*)2+1zl*, 
for any (X, Z) in N,, and t in [w + . This formula defines g globally on NA. 
Because NA is symmetric, c is an isometry. 
This construction can be generalised to define a “Siegel domain” for any 
rank one symmetric space NA. Details of this will appear in our followup 
to this paper. 
We must now show that, because D is an isometry, n satisfies the J2-con- 
dition. (In the general theory, we show that 0 is an isometry of NA if and 
only if tt satisfies the J*-condition.) We fix (X, Z, t) in NA and denote by 
1, and Lcpk the left translations on NA by (A’, Z, t) and by 0(X, Z, t), 
respectively. Since the Riemannian metric on NA is left-translation 
invariant, dA, and dAacpj are isometries. Since da is an isometry from 
T cx,z,,,W) to To(X,Z,t) (NA), dA$, do dl, is an isometry of T,(NA), i.e., 
of n @ a. We shall show that this implies that [&X, JX’] = 0 for all X’ in 
I(X). From this, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (see (5.3)) it follows that 
the J*-condition holds. 
Take X’ in f(X). Then 
d&(X’)=-&, Z, t)(sX’, 0, 1)1,=, 
=&+t l’*sx’, z, t)ls4, 
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SO 
where X,=X+ tr’*~X’, ~28~ = g(X,, 2, t), and &:= d(Xs, 2, t); we shall 
also write 99 for .C&,, and so on. Now, as s --) 0, 
as = 9l+ O(s2) 
and 
4 = d+ O(2), 
SO 
dudi,(x+$ (-~-bzXs, -?i--2, 9r1t)l,=,. 
Finally, 
d/l,;, du dl, (A-‘) 
=$(a(X, z, t)-1 ( 4--‘&!zxs, -93-‘z, W’t))l,=, 
= -g-‘/*&-y-- ; ~-‘/2*-I/Z [2X, &2X’]. 
Since ( -~3?-~‘*gX’( = IX’/, and do is an isometry, it follows that 
[&zX, 22X’] = 0. 
Using the definition of d-, the fact that X’ E f(X), (1.6), and (1.7) leads to 
the conclusion that 
[X, JzX’] = 0 
(much as in the proof of Theorem 5.1) which implies that E(X) is 
J,-invariant, i.e., that the J*-condition holds. 1 
A similar result, namely that if NA is symmetric, then n must fall into 
one of the classes of Theorem 1.1, was proved by E. Damek [Dk]. We 
believe that our proof is clearer on a few points, such as why n cannot be 
nTb, where a and b are nonzero. 
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7. APPENDIX: TOTALLY GEODETIC SUBMANIFOLDS 
In this appendix, we suppose that G is a connected Lie group and that 
Go is a closed connected subgroup of G. We fix an inner product ( , ) on 
g, and we let g be the left-invariant metric on G which is given at the iden- 
tity e of G by ( , ); g also denotes the metric on G, obtained by restriction. 
THEOREM 7.1. With the above notation, (G,, g) is a totally geodetic sub- 
manifold of (G, g) if and only if 
<cy,no=o VXE go, VYE c, 
where c is the orthogonal complement of go in g. 
ProojY By definition, Go is totally geodetic in G if and only if every 
geodetic in Go is a geodetic in G. It is known that a (constant speed) curve 
in G on Go is a geodetic if and only if it satisfies the appropriate geodetic 
differential equation (see below), and that a left translate of a geodetic is 
a geodetic. Consequently Go is totally geodetic in G if and only if every 
constant speed curve y: Z-, Go for which y(O) = e and which satisfies the 
geodetic equation for Go at 0 also satisfies the geodetic equation for G at 0. 
We take an orthonormal basis {Xi, . . . . Xn} for g such that (X,, . . . . X,} 
is a basis for go and use exponential coordinates: a point (xi, . . . . x,) in a 
small neighbourhood of 0 in R” will correspond to exp(x,Xi + ... + xnX,,) 
in G. From the discussion above, Go is totally geodetic in G if and only if 
every constant speed curve y: I+ R” which satisfies the equation 
for all k in (1, . . . . m> also satisfies the equation 
fk(O) + i a gjkte) ii(o) ?j(o)-i $ $ gij(e) j;(o) ?j(o)=o 
i,j=l dxi 
(7.2) 
I,~=I xk 
for all k in { 1, . . . . n} (here y: I+ R” is given by injecting R” into R” in the 
obvious way). Since Jo R”, the only nonzero terms in the sums in 
Eq. (7.2) occur when 1 ,< i, j < m so Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) coincide, and since 
ij(0) E R”, Go is totally geodetic in G if and only if for every vector v in R” 
and every k in {m + 1, . . . . n>, 
a i a 
~gik(e)-~~gij(e) (7.3) 
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We shall now calculate (8g,/ax,)(e). For the duration of this computa- 
tion, we shall fix i, j, and k in (1, . . . . PZ} and denote by Zf the tangent 
vector at exp(&X,) (here E E R) given by the rule 
and by Xy the left translate of this vector to e, 
Then g,(exp(sXk)) = (8p, xy> and 
Every Lie group is locally isomorphic to a matrix group, so it suffices to 
compute these expressions for a matrix group, in which the Lie algebra is 
a space of matrices and the exponential map is the usual matrix exponen- 
tial. Note first that 
exp( - .5Xk) exp(&X, + sX,) 
=(l-EXJ l+&Xk+sX; 
i 
+ f (X,X, + XiXk) 
> 
+ O(E’) + U(S2), 
= 1 +sx~+~(x;x,-x,x,)+o(&~)+o(s*), 
whence 
R = x; + ; [Xi, X,] + U(E2). 
Now 
so 
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The condition (7.3) that G, be totally geodetic in G can now be rewritten 
as follows: for every k in {m + 1, . . . . n}, 
or equivalently, writing X for cJY= 1 VjXj, 
i.e., 
Taking linear combinations of the X;s proves our proposition. 1 
It is worth giving a few applications of this result: first, in a Euclidean 
motion group, the vector subgroup is totally geodetic. Next, the subgroup 
N of NA considered in Section 4 is not totally geodetic. Last, the subgroups 
N,, of N considered in Section 3 and the subgroups NJ of NA considered 
in Section 4 are totally geodetic. 
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